
Priority Engine™

Priority Engine’s AI-powered messaging feature, IntentMail AI, enables sellers to generate highly personalized 
emails with one click. By combining Prospect-Level Intent™, recent company-relevant information and your 
organization’s unique value and messaging, IntentMail AI saves reps time and increases response rates.

IntentMail AI is the only messaging tool that personalizes your emails at the prospect-level, incorporating  
the individual’s research activity for the most impactful emails. Plus, IntentMail AI was developed following 
AI security and privacy best practices, ensuring data security and compliance.

Better personalization requires Prospect-Level Intent. Only available with TechTarget’s Priority Engine. 

Break through with real personalization 
using Priority Engine’s IntentMail AI™
Generate prospect-personalized sales emails in seconds 

About TechTarget 
TechTarget (Nasdaq: TTGT) is the global leader in purchase intent-driven marketing  
and sales services that deliver business impact for enterprise technology companies.

©2023 TechTarget. All rights reserved. Revised 12/23. 

To learn more about IntentMail AI, visit techtarget.com/priority-engine  
or contact your TechTarget representative today.

IntentMail AI Benefits for Sales 
Save time, remove manual effort  
No more wasted time on research and crafting 
emails. Just select a Priority Engine prospect and 
generate – no prompts required.

Increase response rates with personalization 
See more impactful outreach with prospect-level 
personalization. Reps can further refine messaging 
by selecting a prospect’s specific topic of interest.

Impactful emails where you want them 
IntentMail AI messages can be copied into 
Outlook, Outreach, Salesloft or your email tool  
of choice, to easily fit with your sales tools and  
in your workflows.

IntentMail AI is complimentary with Priority Engine sales licenses.
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Uptown College

What would you like to do? What’s IntentMail AI?

Generate IntentMail

To: linda.meyers@uptowncollege.com

Email Subject Line

Email Body

Uptown College's data protection

Hi Linda,

Congrats on your new role as Associate Vice President & Chief Information Officer at Uptown College! 
Based on your role and interest in data protection and maintaining compliance with regulations like 
FIPPA, PIPEDA, and PHIPA – I thought it was a good time to reach out.

Our company has been helping other educational institutions like Uptown College with data 
protection. Our multi-cloud application services and security platform empowers organizations to 
optimize and secure every app and API anywhere. Our solutions can help address the challenges you 
may face in ensuring the privacy and security of sensitive data.

Similar organizations have seen a significant reduction in security incidents and improved regulatory 
compliance.

Can you carve out 30 minutes next week for an introductory discussion?

Best,
Adam

Variations Copy Email
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